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Various menus in using the Web portal application  

Menus and displays that comprise the main part of the Information systems. This section consists 

of the main menu, sub-menu, and the displays, as shown in Figure 1. All work together in 3 parts 

 

Picture 1: Menu components and displays 

The Main menu in the system operation shows the steps in doing the i-thesis, which involves 

various settings such as sending the thesis outline, submitting a thesis draft, to complete 

submission procedures of the completed thesis. 

The complete submission process of a thesis using the ithesis system found on the main page of 

the Web portal contains 7 menus displayed on the right side of the screen.  

1. Your Profile 

2. Workflow and Prerequisites  

3. Electronics Form 

4. Revision & Approval 
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5. Report Data 

6. Submission Document 

7. Literature Search 

 

Picture 2 shows the screen of the Web portal when accessed for the first time.  

 

 

Picture 2: Display screen when accessing the web portal for the first time 

 1. Your Profile menu 

Your Profile menu contains 2 sub-menus, as shown in picture 3. 

1) Basic Information 

2) Contact Information 

 

 

Picture 3: Sub-menu of Your Profile Menu 
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1.1 Basic Information sub-menu 

The Basic Information sub-menu is composed of 2 parts – Thesis topic in Thai and English and the 

student’s general information, as shown in picture 4. 

 

 

Picture 4: Basic Information menu components 

1) For the Thesis topic, both Thai and English, a “no data” notification is displayed when accessing 

the Web portal for the first time.  However, when Thesis is completed in the Electronic Form 

menu, which is discussed later in the Electronics Form menu section, Thesis topic will be 

automatically displayed accordingly in the Basic Information display of the Your Profile Menu.  
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2) For the student’s general information, the system will automatically import the information from 

the university’s database. If incorrect information are found or needs an update, contact the NU 

Grad for the necessary corrections.   

1.2 Contact Information sub-menu 

Contact Information sub- menu shows the student’ s contact information such as email and 

telephone number/s as well as the student’s advisor's contact information when available. It also 

shows the name and email of the NU Grad staff. 

For first time users, if students have not filled the information of the main advisor in the Committee 

and Examiner sub-menu under the Electronic Form menu, there will be no display for advisor’ s 

contact information, as shown in picture 5.  

The student has to fill in the advisor’s information in the Committee and Examiner sub-menu under 

the Electronic Form menu first so that this information will be displayed in the Contact Information 

sub-menu.  The process of filling in the advisor’ s information is detailed in the Committee and 

Examiner sub-menu under the Electronic Form menu. 

 

 

Picture 5: Contact Information menu without the advisor’s contact information 

When the main advisor’s information is already filled into the Committee & Examiner sub-menu, 

the advisor’s contact information form will automatically appear in the Contact Information, as 

shown in Figure 6. By default, the system will display the advisor, student, and staff’s university 

email, which are previously uploaded into the system. If the advisor and the student have other 

preferable emails, it can be added to the system. 
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Picture 6: Contact Information menu after filling in the advisor’s information
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Adding email 

1. Type the additional email of the advisor and the student in the Advisor’s email and/or 

Student’s email field, respectively, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Picture 7 Filling in additional email information 

2.   Click the ADD button to display the additional email information, as shown in picture 8.  

 

 

Picture 8 Adding email 

3. Click the Save button to save the new information and update the Contact Information 

menu.  
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4.   A message will be displayed to confirm. Click OK to save or click Cancel to cancel, as shown 

in Figure 9.  

 

 

Picture 9: Confirmation message box 

5.   The system will display the data saved window in the lower right corner of the screen, as 

shown in picture 10. 

 

 

Picture 10: Data saved window 

Deleting/removing an email 

Emails that the students filled-in in the information by themselves can be deleted but not the 

emails that the system imported from the database. Steps in deleting an email are as follows: 

1.   Click the email that you want to delete 

2.   A message box will pop-up to confirm the deletion 

2.1. Click OK to confirm 

2.2. Click Cancel to cancel the deletion 

 

Picture 11: Email deletion confirmation message box 
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2. Workflow & Prerequisites 

 3 submenus 

 1. Research Planning 

 2. Milestone and Prerequisite Documents 

 3. Approval History  

2. Electronics From menu  

Electronics Form menu is used to fill in the Thesis information for the system to collect and 

consolidate the data and generate the thesis in book form. It contains various pages when doing 

the Generate Template using the Writer-S Add-in in MS Word. The Writer-S Add-in will be 

discussed in the Writer-S Add-in section. Electronics Form menu contains 6 submenus and 

optional History Approval drop-down window, as shown in picture 12. 

1. Topic 

2. Committee & Examiner 

3. Abstract 

4. Acknowledgment 

5. Biography 

6. Template Settings 

7. Approval History (separated small drop-down window) 

 

Picture 12: Electronic Form menu submenus 

For first time users of the ithesis system, and if the thesis proposal has not been approved yet, 

only 4 submenus are available – Topic, Committee and Examiner, Biography, and Template 

Settings. The other 2 submenus – Abstract and Acknowledgement will be available when the 

students’ thesis draft is approved.  
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Note: To edit information in any of the 6 submenus entered using the Generate Template, 

students have to create a new template using the Generate Template created in the Writer-S 

Add-in to update the information and apply the changes to the thesis document in the system of 

the web portal.  

2.1 Topic submenu  

The Topic submenu is where the students fill in their thesis topic in both Thai and English. A 

toolbar to change font styles to Italics, subscript, or superscript is available. 

 

Filling in the thesis topic 

1)   Fill out the thesis topic in Thai in the Topic (TH) text box and the English thesis topic in the 

Topic (EN) text box, as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 

Picture 13: The form where the topic in English and Thai language is filled in 
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2)  In case of some parts of the topic needs to be in italics, follow these steps: 

2.1) Highlight the text/s that need to be in italics (arrow 1) shown in picture 14. 

2.2) Click on the I – italic symbol (arrow 2) shown in picture 14 

 

 

Picture 14: Tool in changing the font style to italics 

3)  In the case of using subscript in the thesis topic, follow the steps below 

3.1) Highlight the text that you want to be in subscript (arrow 1) shown in picture 15 

3.2) Click on the X2 – subscript symbol (arrow 2) shown in picture 15 

 

 

Picture 15: Changing text/s to subscript 

4)  In the case of using superscript in the thesis topic, follow the steps below. 

4.1) Highlight the text/s that has to be in superscript (arrow 1) in picture 16. 

4.2) Click on X2 – superscript symbol (arrow 2) in picture 16 
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Picture 15: Changing text/s to superscript 

5)  In case of having a long topic that doesn’t look good after using the Generate Template as it 

appears to be in just one long line, it can be edited by making new lines (as needed) using the 

enter key of the keyboard. Just move the cursor to the part where a new line is needed, and 

press enter key. Sample is shown in picture 17. 

 

 

Picture 17: Creating a new line in the Thesis topic box 

6)   Save changes made by clicking the Save button below the box, as shown in picture 18. 

 

Picture 18: Saving changes made in the Thesis Topic box 
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7)   A confirmation message window will pop up, as shown in picture 19. Click OK to accept, click 

Cancel to cancel. 

 

 

Picture 19: Confirmation message window 

8)   A Save success message will be displayed when changes are saved in the system, as shown in 

picture 20. 

 

Picture 20: Saved success window 

Note:  

1. After successfully saving the information in this section, the topics entered both in Thai 

and in English will be automatically displayed in the Basic Information submenu under 

Your Profile menu. 

2.   In cases that the thesis topic needs to be edited after it has been done using the 

Generate Template in the Writer-S Add-in, a new template has to be created using the 

Generate Template to update and apply the changes that need to be made in the thesis 

information. This process is explained in the Writer-S Add-in tool topic, Generate 

Template. 

3.   In the case that a thesis topic needs to be revised after the approval of the Thesis 

Proposal, a request for thesis topic revision must be submitted to the advisor. This is 

done online through the system. This topic is further explained in the editing thesis 

outline under the Revision & Approval menu. 
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Committee & Examiner submenu 

The Committee & Examiner submenu is where the information regarding the Advisor, Co-Advisor, 

Chairman of the examination committee, examination committee member, Dean, and the 

external examiner that are required in the thesis. 

 

Adding the relevant persons’ information 

1.   Selecting the position of the relevant person using the drop-down menu shown in picture 21 

 

 

Picture 21 Selecting the position of the relevant person 

2.  After selecting the position of the relevant person, the system will display the blank form 

where needed information will be filled in. For the main advisor, Email and mobile number are 

also required, while other positions need only the email, as shown in picture 22 – 23.  
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Picture 22: Advisor’s information form 

 

 

Picture 23: Other positions information form 
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3.   To specify the name of the chosen person, type name of the person using the English 

Alphabet. As you type, the system will show the list of suggested names that start with the letters 

being entered. When the name of the selected person appears, click the name to select.   

 

 

Picture 24: Adding the selected person’s name 

4.  Filling out the title or academic position of the selected person in the prefix box (Assoc. Prof., 

Dr., etc.) and postfix box (Ph.D., MD, etc.) can be done in both Thai and English language as shown 

in picture 25. 

 

 

Picture 25: Filling in the selected person’s title or academic position 
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4. Click the Add / Save Committee button to save the information, as shown in Figure 26. 

 

 

Picture 26: Adding and saving the information 

5. After clicking the Add/Save committee button, a message confirming that the information is 

saved appears, as shown in Figure 27. The main window will display the information of the 

selected person that is successfully saved, as shown in Figure 28. 

 

 

Picture 27: Saved successfully message box 

 

 

Picture 28: Confirmation that the information entered is successfully saved on the display page of 

the web portal. 
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Editing the relevant person’s information 

1.   To edit the relevant person’s information, click on the pencil icon (Edit) found at the end of 

the person’s name, you want to edit, as shown in picture 29. 

 

 

Picture 29: Editing a relevant person’s information 

2.   Correct the selected information and click Save to save the changes made or Cancel edit to 

cancel as shown in picture 30. 

 

Picture 30: Saving the changes made to the relevant person’s information 
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Deleting the relevant person’s information 

1. To remove the information of the relevant person, click on the red trash bin icon (Delete) 

found after the name of the person you want to remove, as shown in Picture 3. 

 

Picture 31: Deleting relevant person’s information 

2.   A confirmation message box will be displayed asking to confirm the deletion of the 

information, as shown in Figure 32. To delete, click the OK button if you don't want to continue, 

click the Cancel button to cancel. 

 

Picture 32 Confirmation of the deletion message box 

Note: 

1. If the name of the advisor or examination committee member is changed after the 

Generate Template is done, a new template has to be created using the Generate 

Template to update the information and apply the changes in the thesis document. The 

Generate Template method is described in the Writer-S Add-in tool section – Generate 

Template. 

2.  In the case that the thesis advisor or an examination committee is changed after the 

approval of the Thesis proposal or after the thesis has been approved, a request to 

change the advisor or examination committee must be submitted by the advisor. This is 

done online through the system. This topic is further explained in the editing thesis 

outline under the Revision & Approval menu. 
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2.3 Abstract submenu 

The Abstract submenu is where the abstract of the thesis is entered for it to be displayed as vital 

information in research. Students must enter the abstract in both Thai and English. Keywords 

must also be listed using the forms provided in the system. Characters can be in italics, subscript, 

or superscript using the built-in toolbar.  

Note: The Abstract submenu will be displayed on the menu bar, only when the thesis proposal is 

approved.  

 

Filling in the Thesis Abstract  

 

1.   Fill out the abstract in Thai into the Abstract (TH) text box and the abstract in English into the 

Abstract (EN) text box, as shown in picture 33. 

 

Picture 33: Form to fill in the abstract 
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2.   If some texts have to be in italics, follow these steps 

2.1. Highlight the text/s that has to be in italics (arrow 1) as shown in picture 34 

2.2. Click on the I – italic symbol in the toolbar (arrow 2) as shown in picture 34  

 

 

Picture: 34 Changing text/s in the abstract to italics 

3.   Changing text/s format to subscript. 

3.1. Highlight the text/s that has to be in subscript (arrow 1) shown in picture 35 

3.2. Click on the X2 – subscript symbol in the toolbar (arrow 2) shown in picture 35 

 

 

Picture 35 Changing text format to subscript 

4.   Changing text/s format to superscript. 

4.1. Highlight the text/s that has to be in superscript (arrow 1) shown in picture 36 

4.2. Click on the X2 – superscript symbol in the toolbar (arrow 2) shown in picture 36 
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Picture 36 Changing text format to superscript 

 

5.   In the case of starting a new paragraph or making more paragraphs in the abstract, follow 

these steps 

5.1. To start another paragraph in the abstract, click on the part where you want the 

next paragraph to begin and make sure that the cursor is located before the first word where 

the new paragraph starts, as shown in picture 37. 

 

 

Picture 37: Starting another paragraph in the abstract 

5.2. Press the keyboard’s Enter key once to start a new line for the new paragraph as 

shown in picture 38 

 

 

Picture 38: New paragraph created 

6. Click save to save the changes made in the document  
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Adding keywords of the thesis 

1.   Add the keywords in Thai into KEYWORD (TH) textbox and the English keywords words into 

the KEYWORD (EN) textbox, as shown in picture 39. 

 

 

Picture 39: Adding keywords forms 

2.   To add the keywords, type them one at a time. After typing a keyword in the appropriate 

textbox, click ADD. To add another keyword, type in the next keyword, then click ADD, as shown 

in picture 40. 

 

 

Picture 40: Adding keywords 

3.   After clicking ADD, the keyword will be displayed below the text typing line. 

 

Picture 41: Keyword displayed after successfully added 
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4.   In case a wrong keyword is entered and has to be deleted, click on the X icon (Delete) found 

at the end of the keyword that you want to delete as shown in Picture 42. Click OK to confirm 

the deletion or click Cancel to cancel the deletion, as shown in picture 43.  

 

 

Picture 42: Deleting a keyword 

 

 

Picture 43: Confirming Keyword deletion 

5.   Click Save to save the changes made 

Note: 

1.  If the abstract needs to be edited after the Generate Template process, create a new 

template using the Generate Template in the Writer-S Add-In to update the information 

and apply the changes made in the thesis document. Generate Template is further 

explained in the Writer-S Add-in tool section – Generate Template  

2.  Keywords can be filled in in both Thai and English language or in English language only.  

 

2.4 Acknowledgement submenu 

The acknowledgment menu is where the students acknowledge and express gratitude to all the 

people who have provided assistance. The textbox where the texts for acknowledgment are 

written does not have the toolbar found in the Topics and Abstract Forms where texts styles can 

be in italics, subscript, and superscript. 
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Writing the Acknowledgment in the Acknowledgment form 

1.   Type the acknowledgment in the Acknowledgement text box, as shown in picture 44. 

 

Picture 44: Acknowledgement text box 

2.   In case there is a need to make more than one paragraph, follow the steps in making a new 

paragraph. 

2.1.  To start another paragraph in the acknowledgment, click on the part where you want 

the next the paragraph to begin and make sure that the cursor is located before the first 

word where the new paragraph starts as shown in picture 45 

 

 

Picture 45: Creating another paragraph 
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2.2. Press Enter key once to start a new line for the new paragraph as shown in picture 46 

 

 

Picture 46: New paragraph created 

 

3.   Save the changes made by clicking Save  

Note: 

1.  The acknowledgment must be written in the same language as the thesis. If the thesis is 

written in Thai, the acknowledgment should be written in Thai. And if the thesis is in English, 

the acknowledgement should also be in English.  

2.  If there is a need to edit the acknowledgement after generating the template, a new 

template has to be generated in the Writer-S Add-in to update the information and apply 

the changes made to the thesis document. Generate Template is further detailed in the 

Writer-S Add-in section – Generate Template.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Biography submenu 

The Biography submenu contains a form about the students’ academic history   
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Filling in student’s academic history  

1.   The form that the student has to fill out regarding academic history is shown in picture 47  

 

 

Picture 47: Student’s academic history form 

2.   When the form is completely filled out, click Save to save the information.  

Note: If there is a need to edit the student’s biography information after generating the template, 

a new template has to be generated in the Writer-S Add-in to update the information and apply 

the changes made to the thesis document. Generate Template is further detailed in the Writer-S 

Add-in section – Generate Template.  

 

 

 

2.6 Template Settings submenu 

The Template Settings submenu is where the language used in the thesis can be set and also the 

font size and font style of the different parts of the thesis. 
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Template Settings submenu1.   Selecting the language and font style to be used in writing the 

thesis as shown in picture 48 

 

 

Picture 48: Selecting the language and font style 

2.   Setting the font size in the different parts of the thesis, as shown in picture 49. Below are the 

parts of the thesis where font size can be set. 

2.1. Committee page 

2.2. Abstract (Thai) page  

2.3. Abstract (Eng) page 

2.4. Acknowledgment page 

2.5. Biography page 
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Picture 49: Font size setting 

3.   Click Save to save the changes made  

Note: If the Template Setting is changed after generating the template, a new template has to be 

generated in the Writer-S Add-in to update the information and apply the changes made to the 

thesis document. Generate Template is further detailed in the Writer-S Add-in section – Generate 

Template.  

 

2.7 Approval history submenu 

Approval history submenu is a small dropdown window separated from the other Electronic 

Form’s submenus. It stores the thesis approval history, including thesis proposal (Proposal), thesis 

drafts (Draft version), and the completed thesis (Complete version). This is another way for 

students to check the approval status of the thesis. 

For student/s who have logged on to the system for the first time and have not received any 

approval yet, the approval history menu display is shown in Picture 50. When Approval history is 

clicked, the system displays no history found or a blank page, as shown in picture 51. To close 

the Approval history window, click on the arrow. 
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Picture 50: Approval history submenu main display 

 

 

Picture 51: Thesis approval history opened 

When the student/s thesis documents have received approval, the Approval history submenu will 

display the thesis approval status, as shown in picture 52. To open the approval history, clicking on 

the Approval history, as shown in picture 53. 

 

 

Picture 52: Approval history submenu after thesis documents have been approved 
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Picture 53: Approval history window showing the approval status 

3. Revision & Approval menu 

When all the needed information forms of the first 3 menus are filled out, the next step is 

to create the thesis outline of the thesis draft and the completed thesis using the Writer-S Add-in - 

Thesis outline template. Start writing the Thesis draft or the completed thesis before saving the 

information to the Web portal or in the Writer-S Add-in using in MS Word "Save to Cloud". More 

details on the Writer-S Add-in is discussed in the Writer-S Add Tools section.  

Revision & Approval menu shows a list of the different tasks to be done when writing the 

thesis proposal and the completed thesis using the Writer-S Add-in in Microsoft Word to be 

submitted to the advisor for approval. Revision and Approval menu is divided into 5 sections. 

1. Submitting the thesis proposal 

2. Editing the thesis proposal 

3. Submitting the thesis draft  

4. Submitting the completed thesis 

5. Revising the completed thesis  

Thesis approval requirements involving the 5 mentioned tasks may vary from university to 

university. Some universities might not require some of the tasks, such as the submission of the 

thesis proposal, so student/s might not need to complete this process. Other universities might not 

require their students to submit a thesis draft, so the students don’t need to do the process of 

writing a thesis draft.  
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3.1 Thesis Proposal submission 

Steps in sending the thesis proposal to the advisor for approval  

1)   Go to the Revision & Approval menu 

2)   Select the version of the thesis proposal you want to submit. The system will display the 

Revision and Status of the selected document and the Details of revision, as shown in 

Picture 54. 

 

Picture 54: List of thesis outline versions 

3)   The Details of revision, as shown in Picture 54, is divided into 2 – Messages and Attachment. 

3.1) Students may write a message to the advisor. The message will be displayed in the 

approval form, as shown in Picture 55. 
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ภาพท่ี 55 การใชงาน Messages ใน Details of revision 

3.2) Attachment:  Additional files may be attached to the approval form by clicking Choose Files, 

then select the desired file listed as shown in picture 56. 

 

Picture 56: Using Attachment in the Details of revision 
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3.3) Click the Save Proposal button to send the thesis proposal to the advisor, as shown in Picture 

57. 

 

Picture 57 Confirmation of the submission of the thesis proposal approval requests 

4)   The system will display a confirmation message box, as shown in Picture 58. 

 

Picture 58: Submission confirmation message box. 

5) When a submission is confirmed, a notification on top of the submitted version that reads – 

(PENDING) PROPOSAL appears. This means that the system has successfully submitted the request 

for approval to the advisor and is awaiting feedback from the advisor that the file has been 

received and reviewed, as shown in Picture 59. 
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Picture 59: Display page after the request for the thesis proposal approval has been submitted 

The system will send an email to the main advisor, co-advisor (if any), and the student asking for 

approval of the thesis proposal, as shown in Table 1. 

 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Please review advisee's proposal 

2 Co-advisor Request for review and approval of the Thesis Proposal (Copy) 

 3 Student Request for review and approval of the Thesis Proposal (Copy) 

Table 1: Notification email on the request for Thesis proposal approval 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

Picture 60: Sample of an email requesting for Thesis proposal approval 

6)   When the advisor finished reviewing the proposal, the system will send an email to inform the 

advisor’s feedback to the student, main advisor, and Co-advisors (if any), as shown in Table 1. 
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No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Results of the Thesis proposal review (Advisor)   

2 Co-advisor Results of the Thesis proposal review (copy) 

3 Student Results of the Thesis proposal review (Student) 

Table 1: Notification email on the result of the thesis proposal consideration 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 61: Sample email informing the result of the thesis proposal consideration from the advisor 

* If the advisor does not approve the thesis proposal, the student has to edit the proposal 

following the advisor’s recommendation, then resubmit it for approval following the same process 

previously discussed. 

7) When the proposal has been approved by the advisor, the student will be notified through 

email. The system will also send another email requesting the approval of the Thesis proposal 

from the faculty’s executive committee to the advisor, co-advisor (if any), the student, and to the 

Graduate School staff, as shown in Table 2. 
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No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Requesting approval of the Thesis Proposal from the 

executive committee (Advisor) 
2 Co-advisor (if any) Requesting approval of the Thesis Proposal from the 

executive committee (Co-Advisor)  

3 Student Requesting approval of the Thesis Proposal from the 

executive committee (Student copy) 

4 Graduate School Staff Requesting approval of the Thesis Proposal from the 

executive committee (Staff) 

Table 2 Notification email on the request for approval of the thesis proposal from the faculty’s 

executive committee 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 62: Sample email of the request for Thesis proposal approval from the faculty’s executive 

committee 

When the results of the Thesis proposal is given by the faculty's executive committee and 

recorded by the staff into the systems form, the system will send an email to notify the main 

advisor, co-advisor (if any), the student, and the Graduate staff as shown in Table 3 
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No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor The result of the thesis proposal review from the faculty’s 

executive committee (Advisor) 
2 Co-advisor The result of the thesis proposal review from the faculty’s 

executive committee (Co-Advisor) 

3 Student The result of the thesis proposal review from the faculty’s 

executive committee (Student) 

4 Graduate Staff The result of the thesis proposal review from the faculty’s 

executive committee (Graduate Staff) 

Table 3: Notification email on the result of the thesis proposal consideration from the faculty’s 

executive committee 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

Picture 63: Sample email informing the result of the thesis proposal consideration from the 

faculty’s executive committee 

The Thesis Proposal’s status in the Revision and Status page will change from (PENDING) PROPOSAL 

to PROPOSAL with a checkmark, as shown in picture 64. 
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Picture 64: Revision and Status page in the Web portal when the Thesis Proposal is approved 

Note: Submission of Thesis proposal may vary depending on the university's policy. Some 

universities may not require the students conducting thesis to submit a thesis proposal for 

approval, so this step might not apply. In that case, only the thesis draft and the completed thesis 

are required. Again, this is dependent on the university’s policy. 

3.2 Editing the Thesis Proposal 

A thesis proposal that has been approved cannot be edited anymore, including the thesis topics 

(Thai and English) on the Topic submenu and the advisor, examination committee, and other 

relevant persons information that appear in the Committee & Examiner submenu of the 

Electronics Form menu. Picture 65 shows an example of the Topic menu without the Save button 

making the texts in the textbox uneditable. 
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Picture 65: Topic submenu display when the Thesis proposal is already approved 

Picture 66 shows the Committee & Examiner submenu that has no selection dropdown menu 

showing an option to select the position of a relevant person involved in the thesis. Without the 

dropdown menu, it makes the information on the page uneditable. 

 

Picture 66: Committee and Examiner submenu after the Thesis proposal is approved 
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In cases that the thesis topic, name of advisor, or the examination committee has to be edited, a 

request must be made through the system, and it must be approved by the advisor before any 

revision can be made. This can be done following the steps below.  

1.   Go to the Revision & Approval menu 

2.   Click the thesis version that needs to be edited. The system will display a request form to 

edit the selected version. The thesis versions are shown on the right side of the Revision & 

Approval menu, as shown in Figure 67. 

 

 

Picture 67: Request form to edit the Thesis proposal 

3. Click on the click here link (numbered 2) in the message “Change proposal details (topic, 

advisor or examiners) please click here to make an agreement request to advisor” that appears 

above the Save as DRAFT VERSION button, as shown in picture 67. (If the university does not 

require a thesis draft, the Save as COMPLETE VERSION is shown, instead).  

4.  A confirmation message box will be displayed to confirm the request to edit the thesis 

proposal, as shown in picture 68. Click OK to confirm and proceed or click Cancel to cancel the 

request. The system will automatically send an email requesting to edit the thesis proposal to 

the advisor, co-advisor (if any), and the student, as shown in table 4. 
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Picture 68:  Confirmation message box on the request to edit the Thesis proposal 

 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Request to edit the Thesis proposal (Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Request to edit the Thesis proposal (CC: Co-Advisor 

3 Student Request to edit the Thesis proposal (CC: Student) 

 

Table 4: Email on the request to edit the Thesis Proposal 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 69: Sample email of the request to edit the Thesis Proposal 

5.  When the advisor finished reviewing the request and has given the approval to edit the Thesis 

proposal, the system will automatically send a notification email to the main advisor, co-advisor (if 

any), and the student, as shown in table 5. On the Revision and Approval menu, a new version will 

be available for the student to make the necessary revisions. Topics in Thai and English in the 

Topic submenu, as well as the information in the Committee and Examiner submenu under the 

Electronic Form menu, will also become editable. 
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No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Result of the request to edit the Thesis proposal/Thesis 

topic (Advisor) 
2 Co-advisor (if any) Result of the request to edit the Thesis proposal/Thesis 

topic (Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Result of the request to edit the Thesis proposal/Thesis 

topic (Copy: Student) 

 

Table 5: Notification email on the Result of the request to edit the Thesis proposal/Thesis topic 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 70: Sample email on the result of the request to edit the Thesis proposal/Thesis topic 

6.  After the editing of the thesis topics and/or the advisor and examination committee’s 

information is completed, the student must create a new template using the Generate Template 

process in the Writer-S Add-in and Save to Cloud to save the thesis to the Web portal. 

7.   Select the desired Thesis proposal version and submit as a new Thesis proposal. 

3.3 Thesis draft submission 

In many universities, students are required to submit a thesis draft to the advisor for review and 

approval before the Thesis defense examination and before submitting the completed thesis. 

Below are the steps in requesting for an approval of a thesis draft.  
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1.   Save the Thesis draft in the Writer-S Add-in (Save to Cloud) 

2.   Click the Plagiarism Detection button; the system will automatically connect to the 

Akarawisut system to have the draft checked for plagiarism. This process may take a long period 

of time, depending on the number of requests in queue for plagiarism detection. 

 

 

Picture 71: Thesis draft checked for plagiarism using the Akarawisut 

 

3.   If the plagiarism detection is completed and results are released, the system will show a 

similarity index percentage, which can be opened at the Plagiarism Checking Report page. 

 

 

Picture 72: Plagiarism Checking Report page from the Akarawisut system 
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4.  Choose the version of the Thesis draft that you want to submit, then click the Save as DRAFT 

VERSION button. An option to send a message or attach another file is also available, as shown in 

Figure 73. 

 

 

Picture 73: Confirmation of the Thesis draft approval request submission 

5.   The system will automatically send the request to the advisor. The (PENDING) DRAFT – (the 

version submitted) will be displayed on the top in the Revision & Status submenu while waiting for 

the approval result from the main advisor, as shown in Figure 74. 

 

Picture 74: The portal page displayed after submitting the Thesis draft approval request 
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The system will automatically send an email to request the approval of the thesis draft to the 

main advisor, co-advisor (if any), and the student, as shown in Table 6 

 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Thesis draft approval request (Main Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Thesis draft approval request (Copy: Co-advisor) 

3 Student Thesis draft approval request (Copy: student) 

 

Table 6: Email requesting the approval of the Thesis draft 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 75: Sample email on the request for approval of the Thesis draft 

6.    After the draft has been reviewed and given approval by the advisor, the system will send an 

email regarding the advisor’s decision and comment to the advisor, co-advisor (if any), and the 

student, as shown in Table 7. 
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No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Result of the advisor’s review of the Thesis draft (Main Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Result of the advisor’s review of the Thesis draft (Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Result of the advisor’s review of the Thesis draft (Copy: Student) 

 

Table 7: Notification email on the result of the advisor’s review on the Thesis draft  

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 

 

 

Picture 76: Sample email on the result of the advisor’s review on the Thesis draft 

Then the Thesis draft version’s status will change from (PENDING) DRAFT to DRAFT with a 

checkmark as shown in Figure 77. 

 

 

Picture 77: Revision and Status submenu page after the Thesis draft has been approved 
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3.4 Submission of the Complete Thesis 

When the student passed the Thesis defense examination and is ready to submit the thesis, the 

information in the Report Data menu must be extracted. Extracting the Report Data will be explained 

in detail in the Report Data menu before the complete thesis submission.  If the Report Data menu 

is not filled out, the system will not allow the sending of the complete Thesis.  Steps in submitting 

the complete thesis are as follows. 

1.    Save the complete Thesis that is ready for submission through the Writer- S Add- in ( Save to 

Cloud). 

2.  Click the Plagiarism Detection button; the system will automatically connect to the Akarawisut 

system to have the draft checked for plagiarism.  This process may take a long period of time, 

depending on the number of requests in queue for plagiarism detection.  When the plagiarism 

detection is completed, and results are released, the system will show a similarity index percentage, 

which can be opened at the Plagiarism Checking Report page. 

 

 

Picture 78: Thesis draft checked for plagiarism using the Akarawisut 

 

3. When the Report Data menu has been completed, a version of the complete Thesis will be 

available for submission. Select the desired version and click Save as COMPLETE VERSION. An 

option to send a message or attach a file is also available, as shown in Picture 79.  
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Picture 79: Complete Thesis approval request form 

Note: if the Report Data menu is not filled out and the student still tried to submit the complete 

thesis, a Notice! Message box with Please complete the form on the "REPORT DATA" menu will 

pop up.  

 

 

Picture 80: Notification if the Report Data menu is not filled out 

4.   When the complete Thesis is successfully submitted, the system will send an approval request 

to the advisor. At the top of the Revision & Status page, the submitted version will be displayed 

with the label (PENDING) COMPLETE while waiting for the review and approval result from the main 

advisor, as shown in Picture 81. 
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Picture 81:  Web portal display after the submission of the complete thesis 

The system will automatically send an email to the main advisor to request for approval of the 

complete Thesis. A copy of the email will also be sent to the co-advisor (if any) and the student, 

as shown in Table 8. 

 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Request for approval of the complete Thesis (Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Request for approval of the complete Thesis (Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Request for approval of the complete Thesis (Copy: Student) 

 

Table 8: Email on the request for approval of the complete thesis 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university 
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Picture 82: Sample email on the request for approval of the complete Thesis 

5.   If the complete Thesis receives an approval from the advisor, the system will automatically 

send an email to the advisors, co-advisors (if any), and the student, as shown in Table 9. 

 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Result of the complete Thesis approval request (Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Result of the complete Thesis approval request (Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Result of the complete Thesis approval request (Copy: student) 

 

Table 9: Notification email on the result of the complete Thesis approval request 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 
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Picture 83: Sample email containing the result of the request for approval of the complete Thesis. 

The status of the submitted complete thesis will change from (PENDING) COMPLETE to 

COMPLETE with a checkmark, as shown in Picture 84. 

 

 

Picture 84: Web portal after the approval of the complete thesis 
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3.5 Complete Thesis Revision 

After the complete Thesis has been approved by the advisor, the system will display another 

submenu in the Revision and Approval menu – the Revise Completed Version submenu. The 

Revise Completed Version submenu will be used if there is a need to edit or revise the complete 

thesis. This is done by making a request to edit the complete thesis, which includes the following 

steps, as shown in picture 85. 

 

 

Picture 85: Complete Thesis revision request form 

1. Go to the Revision and Approval menu, then click on the Revise Completed Version submenu 

2.   Fill out the request form to revise the complete Thesis, which includes;  

2.1.  Pages of the complete Thesis that needs revision. 

2.2. Reasons for revision.  

2.3. Expected date to finish the revision.  

2.4. Click on the Submit request button to send the request to the advisor.  

3.    The system will automatically send an email requesting approval to revise the complete thesis 

to the main advisor, co-advisor (if any), and the student, as shown in Table 10. 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Request to revise the complete Thesis (Main Advisor) 

2 Co-advisor Request to revise the complete Thesis (Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Request to revise the complete Thesis (Student) 

Table 10: Notification email on the request to revise the complete Thesis 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 



 

 

 

Picture 86: Sample email of the request to revise the complete Thesis 

3.1. When the main advisor approves the request to revise the complete Thesis, the system will 

send an email to the graduate staff to inform that the complete thesis has been requested for 

revision and that the staff must provide further approval on the request, as shown in Table 11. 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Graduate Staff Request to revise the complete Thesis (Graduate Staff) 

Table 11: Notification email sent to the graduate staff to request for approval to revise the 

complete Thesis 

3.2. If the main advisor does not approve the request to revise the complete Thesis, the system 

will send an email to the main advisor, co-advisor, and the student to inform the main advisor’s 

decision that the request to revise the complete thesis is not granted, as shown in Table 12. 

No. Recipient Subject 

1 Advisor Main advisor’s decision on the request to revise the complete Thesis 

(Main Advisor) 
2 Co-advisor Main advisor’s decision on the request to revise the complete Thesis 

(Copy: Co-Advisor) 

3 Student Main advisor’s decision on the request to revise the complete Thesis 

(Copy: Student) 

Table 12: Notification email on the advisor’s decision on the request to revise the complete 

Thesis 

Note: Email’s subject settings and content formats may vary from university to university. 



 

 

 

Picture 87: Online Icons 

 

4. Save to Cloud 

Save to Cloud is a tool used for saving the thesis outline files, thesis drafts, and the complete 

thesis onto the web portal. Students may save as many files in the system. The system will keep 

all the versions in the Web portal. Here is how to save files into the web portal: 

1)   Click the Save to Cloud icon, as shown in picture 88 

 

 

Picture 88: Save to Cloud icon 

2)   Click the OK button of the WRITER-S: Please Confirm message box shown in Picture 89 

 

Picture 89: WRITER-S : Please Confirm message box 

 

3)  If the reference file using the endnote application has not been attached yet, the system will 

display a window showing the WRITER-S: Information message, as shown in Picture 90. Click 

Browse, then select the desired EndNote library and click OK. If the desired Endnote library for 

references is not found, click the Cancel button. 



 

 

Picture 91: WRITER-S : Information message window 

4) The system will upload the file to the web portal. When the upload is completed, a message 

from the "Complete" system and the Add-in will be displayed. The newly uploaded version will 

be displayed as file No. 1 in the Thesis versions box of the Writer-S Panel window, as shown in 

Picture 91. 

 

Picture 91: Writer-S window after doing the process – Save to cloud 

 



 

5)   When checking the Web portal page, the new version of the file uploaded through the Writer-

S Add-in will be displayed in the Revision & Approval menu, as shown in Figure 92. 

 

 

Picture 92: Web Portal page after the new file is uploaded 

The version of the file that has been uploaded through the Writer-S Add-In can be downloaded 

and edited. Just click on the desired version, then click Download on the Writer-S Panel. 

Note: Save to Cloud will only save the information if the Add-in system is Online. 

5. My Revisions 

My Revisions icon allows you to open and close the Writer-S Panel window, which shows 

information of the version of the thesis file that has been edited and saved in the Web portals. If 

the Writer-S Panel window is closed, users may click My Revisions (picture 93) to open the Writer-

S Panel window on the right side of the screen as  

 

 

Picture 93: My Revisions icon 

 

 

 



 

6. Generate Template 

Generate Template is a tool used for creating thesis writing templates. When accessed for the 

first time or if used to change the information filled in the Electronics Form menu on the web 

portal, students will need to create a new template using the Generate Template in order to fill 

the information that are filled out on the web portal form into the various parts of the Thesis as 

they have been specified. The procedures in using the Generate Template are as follows. 

1)   Click on the Generate Template icon as shown in Picture 94  

 

 

Picture 94: Generate Template icon 

2)   When the Generate Template is in progress, the Writer-S Add-in will display a window showing 

the Generating page progress, as shown in image 95 

 



 

Picture 95: Preview window showing the progress when doing the Generate Template 

3)   When the Generate Template process is completed, the document generated will appear in 

the thesis book, as shown in picture 96. 

 

 

Picture 96: Sample of the document in the thesis book from the Generate Template 

The pages created where the student may start writing the Thesis include the Table of Contents 

and blank pages where contents of the different parts of the Thesis will be filled in by the 

student. However, if the Thesis proposal has just been started, the Generate Template will only 

create the Thai and English cover page, table of contents, bibliography, and the author 

information. Generate Template will only create the abstract in Thai and/or in English and the 

acknowledgment pages if the student’s Thesis proposal has been approved and the abstract and 



 

the acknowledgment forms in the Electronic Form menu on the Web portal are completely filled 

out. 

Tip & Tricks: Use the Generate Template to create an outline in writing the Thesis draft after the 

approval of the Thesis proposal. Download the template file in its original form, then create a 

new template using the Generate Template function. The system will automatically update the 

document format according to the layout of the Thesis draft, which includes the abstract page 

and the acknowledgment page  

7. Bookmark 

Bookmark is a tool used for updating the main table of contents of the thesis book that is 

created using the Generate Template in the Writer-S Add-in. If more contents or styles are added 

to the various parts in the Thesis book, update the table of contents by clicking on the Bookmark 

icon, as shown in figure 97, to update the information of the table of contents. 

 

 

Picture 97: Bookmark icon 

 

 

Picture 98: Sample of the Thesis draft’s table of contents before updating 

 

 



 

 

Picture 99: Sample of the Thesis draft’s table of contents after updating using the Bookmark 

function 

Note: The system does not create the table of contents, tables, images, figures, or graphs. They 

are created using tools available in the Microsoft word. (Instructions are in the Knowledge Base)  

 

8. Using the EndNote program 

8.1 Creating a library  

An EndNote library can be created after the EndNote program is installed. When opening the 

program for the first time, the program will ask the user to create a library. The steps in creating a 

library are as follows: 

1)   If the program is opened for the first time, users will need to create a library (.enl) and save it, 

as shown in picture 100. 

 



 

 

Picture 100: Creating a library 

2)   Click the New Reference button to create a reference database, as shown in picture 101  

 

 

ภาพท่ี 101 Creating reference database 

3)   Fill out the references form that the program displays (no. 1). Click on X mark (no. 2), then 

click the "Yes" button (no. 3) to save the information, as shown in picture 102. 

 



 

 

Picture 102: Saving the reference database 

 

8.2 Inserting Reference information  

1)   Place the cursor where you want to insert the reference information, as shown in picture 103.  

 

 

Picture 103 Inserting the reference information in the text 

 



 

2)   Select the reference data in the EndNote program, as shown in picture 104  

 

 

Picture 104: Selecting the reference data 

3)  On Microsoft Word toolbar, click on EndNoteX7 (no. 1), select the Style (no. 2) of the 

reference, then click the Insert Selected Citation(s) icon (no. 3) to insert the selected reference 

into the text, as shown in Figure 105. 

 

 

Picture 105 Adding reference from EndNote 



 

4)   The selected reference (based on the selected style) will appear in the text, as shown in 

picture 106, and the reference information will be displayed on the last page of the thesis 

document (Reference page), as shown in picture 107. 

 

 

Picture 106: Thesis content after adding a reference 

 

 

Picture 107: Reference entry added in the reference page 

Note: The Number style used for the in-text citation is just an example. The choice of citation 

and referencing style depends on the university, the faculty, or the program.  

 


